Chancellor's message:
With the introduction of integrated techno-managerial courses, NMIMS aims at creating a pool of top notch professionals. We believe in providing the socio-dynamics of the nation to enhance employability of young Indians. A small endeavor towards this objective is accomplished by the commencement of 'NM Shirpur Live' - the biannual news letter.

It is a great initiative and I wish it a huge success!

Director's message:
Students creativity and achievements are best encouraged when those are expressed through a massive social media. 'NM Shirpur Live' truly justifies to such a medium. It gives an insight to the various academic and extra-curricular activities of the campus as well as provides the awareness about the market updates, scope and requirements. This would help the readers to fuel up their future plans with new ideas and beliefs.

It is an admirable task and I give my sincere wishes to its success!

Editor's message:
'NM Shirpur Live' is a depiction of various activities, achievements and advancements of MPTP Shirpur Campus. It aims to emphasize and concede increased cognizance amongst all of us. Preparing a mirror to the vibrant and exuberant world of NMIMS Shirpur was although not easy; we marched on a journey with sheer determination and keen sincerity tackling all the hurdles obstructing our path. It now gives us immense pleasure and honor to unveil our Campus first ever news letter. We are extremely proud of our editorial committee whose collective hard work vivifies this newsletter.
Dr. Sateesh Belemkar, Chairperson SPTM, has received Industrial project on “Toxicity Studies” worth Rs. 30 lakhs from Ajanta Pharma Ltd, Mumbai.

Professor (Dr.) Shashikant Patil on October 06, 2015 was named as the IEEE Ambassador for Asia Pacific Region.

Dr. Payal Dande and Dr. Amit Page were conferred with Ph.D Degree in Pharmaceutical Sciences at Convocation on August 1, 2015.

Following were the Award Winning Faculty & Staff from MPSTME, Shirpur Campus at Convocation 2015

**Best Faculty**
- Prof. Vishal Fegade, Assoc. Professor, Mechanical Department.

**Best Laboratory Staff**
- Mr. Sandipsing Deshmukh, Lab. Support Staff, IT Dept.

**Best Admin Staff**
- Mr. Narendra Sonawane, Course Coordinator

**Best Department**: MPSTME - Mechanical Engineering Department

Dr. Chandrakant Bonde presented a research paper at “Structure based drug design -2015” conference at Laussane, Switzerland. The paper was based on the computational aspects of novel trypanosomal agents.

Mr. Vipul Sodha student of final year B.Tech (IT) got selected by the Works Application at the remuneration Package of 30 LPA.

Mr. Aniket Joshi (Fourth Year B.Tech Mechanical) in August 2015 participated to lead on vocals and accompany on keyboard to attempt to create a world record for the maximum number of people singing the National song and National anthem. A total of 3 lakh people have sung the national song together on 14th August, 2015 at Dushehra Maidan, Indore.
CORPORATE TALK

Corporate Talk by Mr. Ulhas Dhuppad

Interviewee:
Mr. Ulhas Dhuppad
Sr. Vice President
Glenmark Pharmaceuticals

Q: Kindly brief the role and importance of Chemistry, Manufacturing and Control (CMC)/pharmaceutical quality in the approval of drug by FDA?
A: For any new drug product to get approval and marketing authorization, it has to be safe, effective and stable with respect to quality and in case of generic product it need to be equivalent to already approved product. So CMC is one of the most critical pieces in overall development which dictates these attributes.

Q: What are the skill set and knowledge which are basic to enter the pharmaceutical quality/ CMC department?
A: Although to enter into any field the first criteria is understanding of knowledge domain and it is typically post-graduation or PhD in respective area but I always think that to succeed in any field, it is willingness to take challenge and applying past experience to present, I call it as application quotient.

Q: According to you, what are the major recent changes/amendments in FDA that has brought the paradigm shift in the Pharmaceutical field?
A: If you are talking about US FDA, then one recent change is GDUFA implementation where review process by FDA is significantly fastened, although it became paid and fees have increased significantly. I don’t think there is any recent major change on overall basic understanding on approval of product. Recent inspection issues happening across world are typically related to growing industry, where somehow quality management system got intruded.

Q: What are the current challenges for the Indian Pharmaceutical Industry?
A: For pharma Industry in India, it is very high time to rise to the occasion where FDA or other European agency cast doubt on data integrity. Pharma industry needs to revamped their quality system to tackle this. Also it is mind set of people which need to be changed.

Q: What are important attributes/qualities you look in the potential applicants in the field?
A: In general we take general knowledge and aptitude test for the fresh candidate and then look for communication skills. Even the ways candidate write answer sheet tell you a lot.

Interviewer:
Dr. Payal R. Dande,
Editor, MPTP Newsletter
SVKM’s NMIMS, MPTP, Shirpur Campus

Q: Our University is providing integrated techno-managerial courses. What roles do you see for these Techno-Managers to play in the Corporate Sector?
A: Techno commercial courses are really good; in fact I know that your school has achieved great success in it. These students can always have good scope for their career in business development, project management and marketing. Although I will not be able to comment more further, as I have not seen the curriculum recently.

Q: What kind of Industry –institution projects do you prefer to partner with academic institutions?
A: I always admire work going on in academic institutions, in spite of budget constraint they churn out huge amount of data and work. But many time the research work which happens there may not be something which industry is looking at. I feel for partnership it is very important that there should be common interest amongst both of them. Please take this as general statement, as I know there are good exceptions also. I foresee if academic start generating intellectual property then definitely industry will go closer to them. One of the areas could be drug discovery where all the disciplines like Medicinal Chemistry, Pharmacology, Pharmaceutics and Pharmacognosy can come together and work on only one or two targets.

Q: What are the important current and upcoming topics you would prefer us to add in our syllabus as per the industrial need?
A: I think there should be some more focus on drug discovery, monoclonal antibody, targeted drug delivery system and nano particulates. As we know next era of healthcare will be dominated by MABs. Also there is good chance that gene silencing (siRNA) can be reality in decades to come.

Q: Your advice and guidance for the youth who aspire to achieve success and see you as a role model?
A: Every student can grow in his or her own spirit. I respect a lot to all who has done great for this earth, humanity, be it scientist or artist or philanthropist. One message that I can give to all students that, please never give up on anything as perseverance is the key to success. Many times, at difficult situations, we tend to give up but I would say keep trying, you are sure to succeed. Never ignore minute details; those are the ones that give major clues. Always look for innovation in doing things; never repeat the same what others have done.
“TAAL” A Cultural Event on Aug. 13, 2015
SVKM’s NMIMS, MPTP, Shirpur Campus Cultural team introduced and organized “Taal” a cultural event on August 13 2015 at 6.30 pm in the Students Lounge. The preparation of the event was made under the supervision of Cultural Head Dr.Payal Dande along with CPA committee members (Mrs. Mir and Mr. Ojas Bhatt).

The programme started with NMIMS anthem and showcased the band of hit songs and dance performances. The great combination of traditional mudras in (kathakali-bharatnatyam) and Michael Jackson in western, number won the heart of audience. Mesmerizing performances by students added seven stars to the evening. The outstanding breathless sung by Aniket Joshi made audience pay standing ovation. Jugalbandi instrumental performance by Mr. Ojas & Mr. Aniket Joshi proved to be the icing on the cake. The evening witnessed more than 1500 students including faculty and staff. There was huge demand of once more songs and dance numbers. The crowd enjoyed the musical extravaganza with wholehearted appreciation. The event was locked in cameras and ended up with national anthem.

Tree Plantation: August 25, 2015
To celebrate the birthday of our SVKM’s Joint President Honorable Shri. Bhupeshbhai R. Patel, a “Tree Plantation Event” was organized in Herbal Garden of Campus on 25th Aug 2015 at 4:30 pm

Teacher’s Day: September 5, 2015
Celebrated as a day to thank all teachers rather gurus for making us capable to create our own identities in this enormous world. MPTP students showed their heartfelt gratitude towards their teachers by making their day jolly. A small function was arranged for them by the students, in which the professors were appreciated for all their achievements. It also proved to be an insight for the fresher’s to know them their professors pretty well. The event ended with a vote of thanks and with a smile on every professor’s face while they left the auditorium.

MindSpark NM debate: August 15 to 16, 2015
MindSpark, a National Level Debate Competition organized by the NM Debate Society, was held on 15th and 16th of August, 2015. The event included the gracious presence of reputed dignitaries like Mr. Rishi Vohra, Mr. Moulin Oza, Miss. Suranjana Tewari, Mr. Vishal Manve. Prof. Ranjan Upadhyay represented NMIMS, Shirpur Campus. The two day events gave a platform to the youth to voice their opinion and express their ideas through various forms of debate. MindSpark brought to the youth, a total sum of four events namely, The Big Fight, Clash of Ideas, Policy Debate and the MUN Workshop, in the duration of two days.
Retro Magic: September 8, 2015

Retro Magic became one of the most successful events of MPTP Campus, planned and organized by Dr. Payal Dande, along with Mrs. Nimmi Mir and Mr. Ojas Bhatt on September 8, 2015. The audience witnessed bouquet of evergreen old melodies and dance performances on "Retro theme". The audience consisted of more than 1500 students who witnessed unique talents like performance by Aniket Joshi, Samay Mehta, Rishi Nagar, Harumi Gupta, Anwesha Bhattacharya, Arushi Verma and many more mesmerizing singers. There was huge demand of songs and dance numbers. The show witnessed an enormous enthusiasm and active performances of all the aspiring singers and dancers of MPTP Campus. Retro Magic Night was rated highest on feedback collected from faculty and students via mails as far the energy levels are concerned. It proved out to be a nostalgic memory for all the spectators.

Blood Donation Camp: September 13, 2015

On the graceful birthday occasion of our Honorable Chancellor Shri. Amrishbhai Patel, the Cultural committee of MPTP Campus under the guidance of Dr. Payal Dande organized a "Blood Donation Camp" in Boy’s Hostel Sickbay of NMIMS Shirpur Campus premises on September 13, 2015 from 9:00 - 6:00 pm. Programme was inaugurated by Hon. Shri Rajgopal Bhandari (Executive Member, SVKM) and Dr. Sharad N. Kashid (Scientist- Torrent Pharmaceuticals), in the presence of all the respected authorities, staff and student council.

The two blood banks which were present for the blood donation camp were Jeevan Jyoti (Shirpur) and Navjeevan (Dhule). The donors received the donor card, certificate and pen as token of appreciation. The camp became successful with 325 donors from authorities, staff and students and effective co-ordination and teamwork between the organising committee.

Ganeshotsav: September 17 to 21, 2015

A festival that was originated to promote social gatherings, firmly behold its purpose throught the state with an abode of enthusiasm. With this furor everywhere a five day long celebrations at the MPTP from September 17 to 21, 2015. Each day marked the 'Aarti' with some special events and delicacies.

Day1: Establishment of the auspicious 'Ganesha Idol' with proper rituals, followed by the 'Rangoli' competition for the lady security guards.

Day2: Bhajans by an amazing band from Savalde.

Day3: Dance performances by the hostel hospitality staff (Satguru ladies) followed by 'Nukkad Natak' by the students on the theme- MARD KO BHI DARD HOTA HAI

Day4: Music for the students to break loose a bit; modak making competition.

Day5: Bidding Good bye to the Ganesha with a promise to come next year marked the end of the fest. Encouraging social gathering and the traditional cultural trend, the whole fest was planned and executed by the students' council members with the necessary support of the management authorities.

Thalassaemia Camp: September 24, 2015

As it's said, "Prevention is better than cure", ergo the idea of arranging a thalassaemia detection camp. It was an idea of Shri. Amrishbhai Patel and Shri Bhupeshbhai Patel to conduct thalassemia detection camp on the occasion of birth anniversary of Late Shri. Mukeshbhai Patel on September 24, 2015. The camp was organized by Dr. Payal Dande with the support of Mrs. Jasmine Majethia and Dr. Aparna Khanna. The detection was held at MPTP, Shirpur Campus, under the heart full guidance of Dr. R. S. Gaud, Director, MPTP, Shirpur Campus, Dr. Aparna Khanna, Dean, School of Science, Mumbai, Mr Rahul Dande, Chief Accountant & Administrator, MPTP, Dr. Manojkumar Deshpande, Associate Dean, MPSTME, Dr. Ashwini Deshpande, Chairperson (UG)-SPTM. The test was held for 450 final year students of MBA-Tech, B-Tech and MBA-Pharma Tech courses, out of which 15 cases were found to be carrier of thalassaemia.
Pharmacist Day: September 25, 2015
SVKM’s NMIMS, School of Pharmacy & Technology Management celebrated ‘World Pharmacist Day’ on September 25, 2015. The celebration began with pharmacist oath and NMIMS anthem. The event included an awareness skit on “Drug Addiction and its harmful effects”, a debate on the topic ‘Does patent rights hinder innovation’ and a quiz competition called Pharma buzz. Students had actively participated in poster making competition too. The celebration and gathering of all registered and aspiring pharmacist of the college brought positivity amongst all of them.

International Non Violence Day: October 2, 2015
On the graceful occasion of the birthday of our beloved Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi also lovingly known as Bapu the Ehsas group of MPTP Campus celebrated International Non Violence Day with the children of the S. E. S. Ashram High School from 3 pm to 6 pm at Waghadi. The students under the guidance of management authorities had organized a fun event for all the children of Ashram School. They were accompanied by Mr. Rahul Dande, Dr. Payal Dande, Prof. Vishvakarma & Prof. Dhananjay The students played sports, had snacks, taught them to play musical instruments like drum, discussed about the importance of the non-violence and enquired about their awareness on Gandhiji’s work. Later all of them enjoyed watching cartoon movie, singing and dancing together. The children at Ashram School were overwhelmed with such wonderful social get together. Every one of us felt contented to see all the happy faces around. We returned back with a promise to come again.

NMMUN 2015: October 2 to 4, 2015
The seventh edition of NMMUN was held in MPSTME, Shirpur Campus from 2nd October to 4th October 2015. It was a 3 day conference and was attended by 132 delegates of which around 32 were external and 10 IPC members. The Executive Body comprised of highly experienced individuals many of whom had an international level MUN experience. This year, the organizing team did a brilliant job and took NMMUN to a much higher level. The conference was a huge success and was enjoyed by all throughout. There were five councils in NMMUN this year namely ECOSOC, DISEC, UNSC, UNHRC and UNODC.

Navrotsav: October 6, 2015
SVKM’s NMIMS, had organized Navrotsav, a garba night for staff and students on the cricket ground on October 6, 2015. A festival of joy, grace and happiness was been celebrated to its fullest. A musical band - Manish Parekh Drum Pit Team from Mumbai with beautiful garba singers made the evening jolly. We were accompanied and adjourned by Mr. Vivek Ganjawala the famous choreographer of the song ‘Nagade sang Dhol Baje’. Everyone enjoyed the evening and participated with great enthusiasm. The graceful feet of every member of NMIMS Shirpur family didn’t stop until the
drum stopped. Dandiya Raas had handful of spectators as most of them were participants who couldn’t resist themselves from playing garba.

Know Your Director: October 19, 2015
To welcome our director Dr. R. S. Gaud and to have a formal interaction with students, an event was organized on October 19, 2015 with the title “Know your Director”. The event was organized by Dr. A. S. Deshpande, Dr. Sateesh Belamkar and executed by Dr. Payal Dande at conference hall in C wing. The official interaction of Dr. R. S. Gaud with faculty, staff and students helped them to understand his mission, vision and goals for the development of MPTP Shirpur Campus. It also helped to know the expectations of students and staff from the Director.

AMBIORA 2015: October 23 to 25, 2015
The Annual Technical Festival ‘Ambiora’ had a successful seventh edition which was organized from 23rd to 25th October 2015. The three days of extravaganza witnessed an overwhelming participation from all parts of the country. Ambiora, India’s fastest growing technical fest got even bigger this year, with around 40 events with a significant increase in total prize money. Coupled with highly appreciated workshops and exhibitions, Ambiora was a huge success.

Nav Durga Felicitation Event: October 21, 2015
On the gracefull occasion of Durga puja and Navaratri week, the Management of SVKM’s NMIMS, MPTP had organized a “Felicitation Event” in honor of the ladies who have inspired, contributed to organization in many ways and paved the way for their colleagues on October 21, 2015 at 5:30 pm. The unique idea and concept of this celebration was proposed by Director Dr. R. S. Gaud and was well executed by Mr. Rahul Dande, Chief Accountant & Administrator, MPTP.
The nine ladies (Nav Durga) who were felicitated are as follows: Dr. Ashwini Deshpande, Dr. Smita Bonde, Dr. Payal Dande, Prof. Sonia Relan, Prof. Chhayadevi Bhamre, Prof. Nasiba Mandal, Prof. Priti Mishra, Mrs. Manisha Tiwari and Mrs. Purnima Pathak. The faculty and staff members were overwhelmed by the act of management and appreciated the unique way of felicitation. The event ended with a smile and a sense of pride on everyone’s face.
ALUMNI SPEAK

Mr. Hammad Umer, M.Pharm, Batch: 2008-10
"SPTM, NMIMS has played an unparalleled role in my academic journey. The college has always focused on the overall excellence of students in terms of studies, sports, personality development and behavioral instincts. I am truly overwhelmed and proud to be an alumnus of this wonderful institution. SPTM has contributed effortlessly to develop and inculcate a level of professionalism, lateral thinking and decision making skills among its students. The faculty and staff have always helped me in expanding my knowledge base and experience with ease and precision. Life at NMIMS, Shirpur Campus has always been full of learning and fun. Excellent faculty members, great learning environment, high class facilities, fun at study and open culture make SPTM, NMIMS an ideal place to be at and learn."

Mr. Amit Kumar Pathak, B.Tech (CS&E) Batch: 2007-2011
"I still have the vivid memories of the moments when I started my tryst with engineering here at MPSTME - NMIMS. I had my share of enjoyment and excitement, whether be it academics, sports or cultural activities. Even today, I have very strong imprints of those learning and values inculcated within us. The persona and an all-round development which were imbibed upon us by this prestigious institution never cease to lift me up even in the toughest situations in my career and more importantly in my life. I am and always will be grateful to the faculties and this brand for casting me into someone which I am today."

Vibha Gupta, MBA (Pharm Tech) Batch: 2007-2011
There are few things that stay with you throughout your life, and for me that clearly remains my teachers and memories from my residential campus life. NMIMS does not compromise with quality and Shirpur Campus has been no exception. The curriculum was very well structured, planned and executed. The sources - both online and library were always up-to-date to make us stay in congruence with the fast moving developments in the Pharma world. Talking about the campus, it's beautiful as ever with the finest of infrastructure. The Campus life in NMIMS had transitioned us from being naive to being mature. It has had a perfect balance of discipline and liberty. We were in a home away from home with an amicable and supportive staff. Thank you! That's the humblest way for me to appreciate all that I've gotten from the institution!

Prince Anand, Btech EXTC, Batch: 2008-2012
It's really an amazing experience to see NMIMS, Shirpur Campus flourish in a span of few years. With a blend of brilliant faculty members, excellent infrastructure and unforgettable campus life, MPTP, Shirpur has successfully produced great minds. The diversity of students in terms of background, culture and religion helped me to make better social connections which are a unique advantage in today's world. Lastly, MPSTME, Shirpur has given me everything that I needed for an all-round development and I couldn't have had a better college life.

PLACEMENT DETAILS: The Dream of our Hon. Chancellor Shri. Amrish R. Patel of “Producing employable youth for the betterment of society” is being turn up in to reality by the dedicated and committed placement cell at MPSTME under the mentorship and support of Dr. R.S. Gaud, Director – MPTP, Dr. M.V. Deshpande, Associate Dean, MPSTME and Mr. Rahul Dande, Chief Accountant & Administrator, MPTP.
We are pleased to apprise that Five Batches of B.Tech are well placed in the top multinational companies. From the current batch more than 85% eligible students are placed so far and many placement opportunities will be offered till the end of academic year.
Our Major recruiter includes Accenture, IBM, Infosys, Musigma, Zycus, Tressista, Indus Valley Partners, Informatica, Shapoorji Pallonji, L & T InfoTech and many more.
INTERVIEW

Interview with Prof. P. K. Chande

Interviewee:
Prof. P. K. Chande
Former: Director MANIT, Bhopal, Prof. IIM Indore,
Director Mahindra Inst. of Software Eng. and Mgmt, Pune,
Independent Director M P State
Electronics Development Corporation, Bhopal

Interviewer:
Dr. Payal R. Dande,
Editor, MPTP Newsletter
SVKM's NMIMS, MPTP,
Shirpur Campus

:Questionnaire:

Q. Sir Kindly elaborate on your approach of the Holistic Strategic Framework to create a University of Excellence?

A: Great institutions worldwide are said to have their own culture – may it be academic, administrative, social, and so on. A culture has strong bearings on the strong belief in values, principles, norms laid down which are imbibed by the stakeholders and supported by a system which enables a strategic growth. It is simple to copy the system – which all mediocre institutes/universities copy easily but unable to appreciate the intrinsic underlining principles of success which make them so premier. My Holistic Strategic Framework to create University of Excellence, align and tend to integrate both the aspects and puts a university on the path to strategic growth.

Q. According to your recent post, if one needs to bring a change in the society, the change is first to be seen in oneself. How can it be implied in teaching learning process to see the positive change in students?

A: People saying – if you want to change the society, first change yourself – is something that has always been observed. Changes in self come through different sources - for example liking someone, believing in someone, depending upon someone, learning from someone's experience, natural tendencies and ability to understand the things/issues in right perspective and so many more. In teaching learning process, can we create these learning conditions? In common terms we call it “Lead by Example”. Hence for a teacher, the system in which a student exists becomes very important. Many times it so happens that a student may get success by doing wrong things and would thus start believes this experience. Care must be taken to overcome such believes if it so happens.

Q. What is the importance of quality of education and availability of professionally skilled manpower in the growth of an institution?

A: From above we can note that a teacher would have strategic (academic performance) and Holistic role to set right examples before the students for their overall growth. Such teachers are not available so easily and therefore faculty development becomes very important for any university. The programs should be properly designed and must have a purpose to accomplish a defined objective. This process can also improve/change the overall culture, atmosphere of the university to nurture students for tomorrow’s professionals.

Q. How to create self-sustainable, long lasting, knowledgeable society with the present generation?

A: Self-sustainable – means, I have built a confidence and have the ability to bear my responsibilities; long lasting – means odd situations don't deter my belief; while Knowledge means expertise of my domain and knowledgeable society means I am fully integrated with the society and its affairs. Thus an educational system must include all such aspects in its teaching learning process for the present generation.

Q. Our University is providing integrated technomanagerial courses. What roles do you see for these Techno-Managers to play in the corporate sector?

A: Generally the technocrats remain unaware of socio-economic aspects of their disciplines. Therefore, they may not be able to realize their roles in businesses, organizations and society at large. With this background their technological abilities can't be aligned with the purpose and goals of the organizations. Their designs and creations may remain in isolation without recognition. A technomanagerial course takes care of the above lacunas and helps them to be more productive. Also, the managerial inputs to the students would help understand the overall organization which could help them in their career growth.

Q. Kindly suggests some long term and short term strategies for creating a sustainable research environment in the institution?

A: This topic is very extensive, however here i would like to mention some thumb rules:

1. Believing that research can improve teaching and overall performance
2. Creating opportunities and environment
3. Motivating research
4. Linking research with economic growth of self and the organization
5. Special programs, linkages, networking, etc.

Q. Your advice and guidance for the youth who aspire to achieve success and see you as a role model?

A: I feel that if a student has a tendency to appreciate and assimilate all good aspects of a teacher or (anybody) as a role model, has the ability to reject all bad aspects with positive approach, then he/she will succeed in life with peace of mind and will be able to learn from failures. At the end one has to see the overall growth and should not get worried by impediments on the way in the life. Lord Krishna said in Bhagwat Gita - Live Life like a Worrier Not as a Fighter ......
“Nuclei” The Editorial Committee

(From L to R) Mr. Saurav Mandal, Mr. Utkarsh Sethi, Mr. Shubham Yadav, Dr. Payal Dande, Ms. Richa Shah, Dr. Ranjan Upadhyay, Ms. Tejal Kocherkar and Ms. Anjali Ramidhami

Courses Offered At Mukesh Patel Technology Park

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBA Tech (B.Tech + MBA)</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>Integrated program</td>
<td>05 Yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil / CSE/ EXTC / Electrical</td>
<td></td>
<td>B. Pharm + MBA (Pharma. Tech)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical / Agricultural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.Tech</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>B.Pharm</td>
<td>04 Yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE / Civil / E&amp;TC / Mechanical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechatronics / Textile Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Tech</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>Integrated Progarme</td>
<td>03 Yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer / Mechanical Engg. /</td>
<td></td>
<td>M. Pharm + MBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Automation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pharmaceutics / QA / Pharmaceutical Analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma in Textile Technology</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>M.Pharm. Pharmaceutics / QA / Pharmacology / Pharmaceutical Chemistry</td>
<td>02 Yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma in Pharmacy</td>
<td>02 Yr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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